Falcon Scoop
3015
By:Madeline, Caleb, Nina, and Davis
It was the year 3015, one thousand
years from 2015...my time period. I am
Austerberry, which means that I travel into
the future to make sure that human life
doesn’t end. Now, I am checking the year
3015, and it looks both amazing and
terrifying. There is no more open land,
instead cities cover the entire world, and the
cities are completely different. Instead of
being made of brick and windows, they are
completely silver, made out of metal, and
have no windows. There aren’t any roads or
alleys, now there are flying cars, and
hoverboards. The world is completely
different, I can’t believe my eyes.
Today I am exploring the new
facilities, I am starting on the uber generator
where energy of the future is created. A
clean new renewable source that everyone
uses, we like to call it Chopstick 1000 E.V
20000 Uber Generator thingy created by
Blaine Charles David. The energy is created
when humans breathe with a mask on their
face, as they exercise on a fly-mill, or a flying
treadmill. I am going to pretend to work in
this unbelievable warehouse.
I start my car, by just saying the
word start. It starts up and then it began to
talk.“Where would you like to go?”
“Take me to the Chopstick 1000
E.V 20000 Uber Generator thingy created by
Blaine Charles David”
“Ok, setting destination point to,
Chopstick 1000 E.V 20000 Uber Generator
thingy created by Blaine Charles David”.
The ride was smooth and fast, for
there was no traffic because we were in the
air. I arrived in no time. It had huge silver
gates, but didn’t have posts to block the
way. Instead, there was just a translucent
thin shield around it. I tried to pass this
shield, but whenever I walked into it the
world went black,and I just went into a circle
in the ground. I was being transported.
A robot greeted me, “Hi my name’s
Jeff! You must be the new intern! Follow me
lad.” I followed Jeff who was completely
silver and hovered over the ground. “To get
pass this gate you must have a pass and we
have to put your blood type into the
computer. Let me scan you.”
“Okay.” A red laser came out of his
eyes and first traced my silhouette. After, a
wide laser came out of his mouth and
scanned the area of my body.
“Done sir…”
“Don’t you have to take blood out
of me?”
“No, that stopped in the 2060s.”
Then, a lanyard with my face popped out of
Jeff’s mouth, looking exactly like me.
“Go ahead!” I walked through the
shield again expecting to teleport to the

circle, but surprisingly I passed. The room
was very open, and once again completely
silver with taps of blue. There were fly-mills
everywhere in the room, next to each other
and over each other. Behind them was a big
Octahedron shaped tesla thing. It had sparks
of electricity shooting out of it in all
directions.
I already knew what I had to do at
this facility. Right away I jumped onto one of
the open fly mills, put on my mask, and
began running. For the next three hours, I
spent little of my time running on the flymill, most of the time going to the bathroom
and watching TV.
Then, as I returned to the fly-mill,
the boss called me to his office. He explained
to me that he knew that I was new, but I
needed to start running more because the
Earth was very polluted and he needed me
to keep running to keep the clean energy.
After he scolded me, he opened up the
blinds behind him, in his office, and all I saw
was black. Instead of the air being
transparent, it was pitch black. Even though
the year 3015 was amazing, it was full of
pollution and was very unhealthy. I had to fix
this, by going back to my time period and
stopping pollution. I also have to start
running on my treadmill more!
Books VS. Movies
Alexxiss R
Most people like books more because they
have more details and books come out long
before a movie. Other people like Movies
because they don’t want read the whole
book. I prefer books because it might not
have a movie, but it depends because some
movies add some scenes, and take out
scenes, but that can be a bad thing too. In
the movie Divergent it was almost exactly
the same as the book but the book had some
scenes that the movie didn’t. Books can be
better because it explains what the people
are thinking, and it gives more detail about
what they’re doing. Most book’s don’t make
movies, so you should read the book. Movies
can be better because some movies don’t
have a book, like a book so you should see
the movie. If you read the book and the
movie comes out you should watch it so you
can tell the differences between the book
and movie.
Horoscopes
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Have you ever heard of Zodiac signs, there
are Capricorns, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries,
Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra,
Scorpio, and Sagittarius. Depending on the
day people’s birthdays are they fall into one
of these 12 signs. This month, if your
birthday is between November 23 and
December 20 you are a Sagittarius, and if
your birthday is from October 23 to
November 22 you are Scorpio Sagittarius is
the sign of the archer and Scorpio is the sign
of the scorpion.
Star Wars: The Force Awakens
By Calvin O. and Joey V.
The ten years of waiting is over. Star Wars:
Episode 7- The Force Awakens will be
released on December 18th. Directed and
produced by J.J. Abrams, the film is expected
to break box office records with projected
profits exceeding 1 billion dollars. The film
will be released in 2D, 3D, and IMAX 3D. The
movie’s story is set approximately 30 years
after the events in Return of Jedi. The film
will be 2 hours and 16 minutes long. Along
with the movie, they made a new Star Wars
game, Star Wars Battlefront, which is out on
November 17 for PS4, XBOX One, and
Microsoft Windows. The trailer can be
watched on youtube or at the star wars
website if you want to get a sneak peak of
the new blockbuster.
Pros/Cons of Older/Modern Rock Music
By Curtis and Sonny
Everyone has their own opinion if Modern
Day music is better than Older music. Some
great older music is Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Metallica, Pink Floyd, NickelBack. Some
modern rock bands are Fall Out Boy, Linkin
Park, Hinder. At the end of the day everyone
has their own preference if they like older or
more modern music. Our favorite old music
is Metallica, and Nickelback. Our favorite
modern music is Linkin Park and Hinder.
Older music is more soothing than more
modern music and in modern day music the
bands talk about violence, and drugs. A bad
thing about older rock bands is that they
started the songs about drugs and violence.
Modern day music has good rhythm and
beats to the songs. Modern music is louder
and more graphic than older types of music.
Those are the Pros/Cons of older and
modern rock music.
A Weird and Unusual Thanksgiving
By: Isaiah C.
Warning: This story is extremely weird do
not attempt to read if having high
expectations!
On the last Wednesday of
November, the bell of chickens rang out
across the land, they were also celebrating
Thanksgiving due to the hunting of their

mortal enemy, the Turkeys. This time,
though, the humans wanted something
different, something else like Turkey but not
Turkey. They wanted: *gasp* *insert major
plot twist music here* CHICKEN!!!
The chickens, once they heard the
news ran around like chickens with their
heads cut off, which was kinda ironic since
that was about to literally gonna happen if
they didn’t run. The chickens ran for their
lives, and only stopped a few hundred times
to eat seeds. The chickens believed they
were being hunted, when in actually a
trained chicken was actually just gonna start
the Thanksgiving feast.
The chicken was then considered
the MVP of the human world for the day.
Until space invaders came from outta
nowhere and a space chicken by the name of
“Darth Nuggets”, a modified chicken. Then
Darth Nuggets jumped on the table of the
Chicken MVP, and did the classic Star Wars
thing, he said “Chicken MVP, I am your
father.” And, everyone there had a hardy
laugh at the entire event. Who knew, this
Thanksgiving would cause such a crazy
ruckus, because the chickens certainly didn’t
think so.
Plot Twist Inbound: But then, the
turkeys started a revolt and then the Aviary
War broke out, a full out Thanksgiving family
brawl between the Turkeys and Chickens.
Then one human, who stood above them all
said, “What are you doing?!” The battle
ceased to live, and they all turned their
attention to him. “You guys are just
destroying our humble abode, and this is a
family dining room… Not a Warzone.” the
dude said, and gave them a disapproved
look.
The Chickens and Turkeys stopped
and then teamed against the humans,
causing chaos. Let’s just say the humans
never had anything that looked like chicken
or turkey, even remotely, on Thanksgiving.

the course of one year 14% have seriously
considered suicide 11% have made plans for
how they will end their lives, and 6% actually
attempted to commit suicide. And to think,
there are 16.3 million high schoolers in
america. In colorado there is an average of
629 kids in one high school.
They have a way to help people in
need: ACT. A; Acknowledge that the person
has a serious problem. C; show that you Care
about them and their dilemma. T; Tell a
trusted adult about you or your friend’s
problem. If you or anyone you know shows
any signs of suicide or The National Suicide
Lifeline 1-800-273-TALK (8255).
Volleyball
By:Savannah D, Ashley V, Michelle V
Girl’s volleyball season is coming
this month! There’s not much time left so
make sure you sign up soon! It’s available to
girls in 6th to 8th grade. We asked a few
questions to an Aurora Frontier volleyball
player who played last year and will play
again this year.
We asked her, What advice would
you give to nervous beginners?”
We also asked, “Do you think that
we can win the championship?” She said, “If
we have a good team that works together,
we can!”
Finally we asked her “Do you rely
and depend on your teammates ?” She
responded with “Yes, we have to trust each
other and work together.”
Volleyball starts Monday,
November 16th. Make sure you have paid
the $33 fee or, if you have already paid for
two sports, you can play for free! You can
sign up even if you’re a beginner, don’t
worry they’ll welcome you with open arms.
Soon enough you’ll be an expert so go join
the volleyball team! If you want more
information about volleyball, go to the
Aurora Frontier website or contact Mr.
Buckley, one of the volleyball coaches.

Girls’ soccer B team will be at Hinkley High
School. They will play at 11:45. All of the
coaches have done a great job as well this
year. They have put in a lot of time and
effort to teach these kids what they know.
Everyone one is very happy with the coaches
they had. Thanks to Mrs. Boyle and Mr. Parra
the girls soccer coaches. Also thanks to Mr.
Para, Mr Drevon, and Mr. Thompson the
boy’s wrestling coaches. Good luck to all the
boys and girls in the championship. LET’S GO
AURORA FRONTIER
Results: Girls soccer B team won the
championship over Quest 1-0!
•
Tarrent Thompson 103, Spencer Ohu
107, and Max Silva 199 were city
champions
•
Aleks Gomez 127, Dillon Miller 90, and
Allen Adame 107 finished in 2nd place
•
Christian Drevon 120 finished 3rd place
•
Dillon Weiser 87 finished in fourth place

Thanksgiving Recipes
Bella, Kenzie and Amari
Thanksgiving is almost here and there are so
many things to do! Here is a fun treats for
Thanksgiving, whether you’re 2 years old or
80!

Suicide Prevention Program-Middle school
only By: Mercedes C. and Sarah S..
As you know, our school has a suicide
prevention program currently going on
called SOS (Signs Of Suicide). We are taking
this course to the last 45 years suicide rates
have increased by 60% worldwide. Suicide is
now among the three leading causes of
death among those aged 15-44 (male and
female). Suicide attempts are up to 20 times
more frequent than completed suicides.
Bully victims are 2 to 9 times more
likely to consider suicide than non-bully
victims. 10 to 14 year old girls have an even
higher risk of suicide. Suicide is the third
leading cause of death among young people,
resulting in 4,400 deaths per year, according
to the CDC (center of disease control).
About half of the suicides are
because of bullying, stated by a British study.
American high school students say that, over

End of Soccer and Wrestling
By:Christian, Mackensi, and Walter
Girls soccer and boys wrestling
seasons are both coming to an end. So far
both seasons has gone great. All the boys
and girls have put in a lot of hard work to get
to where they are. Girls soccer A team ended
with a record of 5-2 and B team is still an
undefeated 6-0 and going to the
championship. In wrestling 6 boys are going
to championships and 1 going to the third
place match. Even for the people who didn’t
make it they have done such a great job this
year and kept fighting till the end. The
championship is on Saturday, November
14th. The wrestling team will be at Central
High School, and the meet will start at 8.

Oreo turkeys:
Things you need:
1 cup semisweet chocolate chips
30 candy corn candies, plus 6 white tips of
candy corn
6 chocolate sandwich cookies
6 mini peanut butter cups
6 malt balls
1 cup Red Frosting, recipe follows
6 chocolate sandwich cookies with top
cookies removed
Red Frosting:
1/2 stick (1/4 cup) unsalted butter, at room
temperature
1 1/2 cups powdered sugar
1/2 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
2 tablespoons whole milk
Red food coloring, as needed

